
29 F, 11- 25 
Memorandum 

i; From the office of 
I - Chairman Bob Stump 

Arizona Corporation Commission 
1200 W. WASHINGTON 

..- 

I PHOENIX, ARIZONA 
~ (602) 542-3935 

FAX: (602) 542-0752 

TO: Docket Control 

DATE: July 25,20 13 

FROM: Trisha Morgan, Executive Aide 

SUBJECT: Comment Letters 
Arizona Public Service Company E-O1345A-13-0248 

Chairman Stump’s office has received 17 significantly identical computer generated email 
communications regarding net metering. Attached is a sample of the email received. Be advised 
these letters were not distributed but that they are in the original file in Docket Control and 
available for your review. 



Trisha A. Morgan 

From: Klaus Jacobi <petej@metalsourceaz.com> 
Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 
Subject: 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 9:53 AM 

[Filter Test: C13] Reject APS's Net Metering Rollback Proposal (docket 
E-01345A-13-0248) 

Dear Commissioner: 

APS is going to great lengths to convince you, our elected Commissioners, that rooftop solar is a bad deal for Arizonans -- 
but this couldn't be further from the truth. APS is using a flawed report to make the case that Arizona should change i ts  
most successful solar policy - net metering. The two proposals that APS is suggesting would effectively eliminate a 
customer's ability to save money on their energy bills, thus removing the main reason Arizonans invest in rooftop solar 
energy. 

This is a fight over whether we continue to overprotect big utilities who are loathe to allow competition into their 
industry, or allow customers to invest in cleaner, safer, and cheaper energy options. 

Rooftop solar delivers to innumerable public benefits - jobs, energy bill savings, improved air quality, and the decreased 
use of precious water resources in our energy production. In fact, a recent study found that because of net metering, 
APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits alone each year starting in 2015. 

A vote to dismantle net metering for rooftop solar, as APS is proposing, is an anti-consumer, anti-competition vote. 
Please protect our energy rights over the monopoly interest of APS. 

I urge you to be a solar power leader by rejecting APS' proposal today as an unacceptable start to the conversation 
about net metering and potential reform ideas. While that conversation should happen, these proposals are too 
extreme to be considered. 

Thank you. 

Klaus Jacobi 

Phx., AZ 85019 
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~ Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lane & Ursula Garrett. P.E., C.E.M. < LaneGarret@aol.com> 
Thursday, July 25, 2013 1O:O l  AM 
Stump-Web 
Reject APS's Net Metering Rollback Proposal (docket E-01345A-13-0248) 

Dear Commissioner: 

As a Small businessman I will most likely go out of business. APS is going to great lengths to convince you, our elected 
Commissioners, that rooftop solar is a bad deal for Arizonans -- but this couldn't be further from the truth. APS is using a 
flawed report to make the case that Arizona should change i ts most successful solar policy - net metering. The two 
proposals that APS is suggesting would effectively eliminate a customer's ability to save money on their energy bills, thus 
removing the main reason Arizonans invest in rooftop solar energy. 

This is a fight over whether we continue to overprotect big utilities who are loathe to allow competition into their 
industry, or allow customers to invest in cleaner, safer, and cheaper energy options. 

Rooftop solar delivers to innumerable public benefits - jobs, energy bill savings, improved air quality, and the decreased 
use of precious water resources in our energy production. In fact, a recent study found that because of net metering, 
APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits alone each year starting in 2015. 

A vote to dismantle net metering for rooftop solar, as APS is proposing, is an anti-consumer, anti-competition vote. 
Please protect our energy rights over the monopoly interest of APS. 

I urge you to be a solar power leader by rejecting APS' proposal today as an unacceptable start to the conversation 
about net metering and potential reform ideas. While that conversation should happen, these proposals are too 
extreme to be considered. 

Thank you. 

Lane & Ursula Garrett. P.E., C.E.M. 

Scottsdale, AZ 85250 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

robert lamore <robertlamore@gmail.com> 
Thursday, July 25, 2013 9:50 AM 
Stump-Web 
Reject APS's Net Metering Rollback Proposal (docket E-01345A-13-0248) 

Dear Com m issio ne r: 

APS is going to great lengths to convince you, our elected Commissioners, that rooftop solar is a bad deal for Arizonans -- 
but this couldn't be further from the truth. APS is using a flawed report to make the case that Arizona should change i ts  
most successful solar policy - net metering. The two proposals that APS is suggesting would effectively eliminate a 
customer's ability to save money on their energy bills, thus removing the main reason Arizonans invest in rooftop solar 
energy. 

This is a fight over whether we continue to overprotect big utilities who are loathe to allow competition into their 
industry, or allow customers to invest in cleaner, safer, and cheaper energy options. 

Rooftop solar delivers to innumerable public benefits - jobs, energy bill savings, improved air quality, and the decreased 
use of precious water resources in our energy production. In fact, a recent study found that because of net metering, 
APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits alone each year starting in 2015. 

A vote to dismantle net metering for rooftop solar, as APS is proposing, is an anti-consumer, anti-competition vote. 
Please protect our energy rights over the monopoly interest of APS. 

I urge you to be a solar power leader by rejecting APS' proposal today as an unacceptable start to the conversation 
about net metering and potential reform ideas. While that conversation should happen, these proposals are too 
extreme to be considered. 

Thank you. 

robert la more 

Peoria, A2 85383 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: Pam Poland <Yodanafka@gmail.com> 
Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 
Subject: 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 11:OS PM 

Reject APS's Net Metering Rollback Proposal (docket E-01345A-13-0248) 

Dear Commissioner: 

APS is going to great lengths to convince you, our elected Commissioners, that rooftop solar is a bad deal for Arizonans -- 
but this couldn't be further from the truth. APS is using a flawed report to make the case that Arizona should change i t s  
most successful solar policy - net metering. The two proposals that APS is suggesting would effectively eliminate a 
customer's ability to save money on their energy bills, thus removing the main reason Arizonans invest in rooftop solar 
energy. 

This is a fight over whether we continue to overprotect big utilities who are loathe to allow competition into their 
industry, or allow customers to invest in cleaner, safer, and cheaper energy options. 

Rooftop solar delivers to innumerable public benefits - jobs, energy bill savings, improved air quality, and the decreased 
use of precious water resources in our energy production. In fact, a recent study found that because of net metering, 
APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits alone each year starting in 2015. 

A vote to dismantle net metering for rooftop solar, as APS is proposing, is an anti-consumer, anti-competition vote. 
Please protect our energy rights over the monopoly interest of APS. 

I urge you to be a solar power leader by rejecting APS' proposal today as an unacceptable start to the conversation 
about net metering and potential reform ideas. While that conversation should happen, these proposals are too 
extreme to be considered. 

Thank you. 

Pam Poland 

Phoenix, AZ 85022 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Scott Monk < scott@epconelectric.com > 
Thursday, July 25, 2013 9:34 AM 
Stump-Web 
Reject APS‘s Net Metering Rollback Proposal (docket E-01345A-13-0248) 

Dear Commissioner: 

APS is going to great lengths to  convince you, our elected Commissioners, that rooftop solar is a bad deal for Arizonans -- 
but this couldn’t be further from the truth. APS is using a flawed report to make the case that Arizona should change i ts  
most successful solar policy - net metering. The two proposals that APS is suggesting would effectively eliminate a 
customer’s ability to save money on their energy bills, thus removing the main reason Arizonans invest in rooftop solar 
energy. 

This is a fight over whether we continue to overprotect big utilities who are loathe to allow competition into their 
industry, or allow customers to invest in cleaner, safer, and cheaper energy options. 

Rooftop solar delivers to innumerable public benefits - jobs, energy bill savings, improved air quality, and the decreased 
use of precious water resources in our energy production. In fact, a recent study found that because of net metering, 
APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits alone each year starting in 2015. 

A vote to dismantle net metering for rooftop solar, as APS is proposing, is an anti-consumer, anti-competition vote. 
Please protect our energy rights over the monopoly interest of APS. 

I urge you to be a solar power leader by rejecting APS’ proposal today as an unacceptable start to the conversation 
about net metering and potential reform ideas. While that conversation should happen, these proposals are too 
extreme to be considered. 

Thank you. 

Scott Monk 

phx, A2 85014 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Gilbert Perez <gilbert@az-solarsolutions.com> 
Thursday, July 25, 2013 9:15 AM 
Stump-Web 
Reject APS's Net Metering Rollback Proposal (docket E-01345A-13-0248) 

Dear Com m issio ne r: 

APS is going to great lengths to convince you, our elected Commissioners, that rooftop solar is a bad deal for Arizonans -- 
but this couldn't be further from the truth. APS is using a flawed report to make the case that Arizona should change i ts 
most successful solar policy - net metering. The two proposals that APS is suggesting would effectively eliminate a 
customer's ability to save money on their energy bills, thus removing the main reason Arizonans invest in rooftop solar 
energy. 

This is a fight over whether we continue to overprotect big utilities who are loathe to allow competition into their 
industry, or allow customers to invest in cleaner, safer, and cheaper energy options. 

Rooftop solar delivers to innumerable public benefits - jobs, energy bill savings, improved air quality, and the decreased 
use of precious water resources in our energy production. In fact, a recent study found that because of net metering, 
APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits alone each year starting in 2015. 

A vote to dismantle net metering for rooftop solar, as APS is proposing, is an anti-consumer, anti-competition vote. 
Please protect our energy rights over the monopoly interest of APS. 

I urge you to be a solar power leader by rejecting APS' proposal today as an unacceptable start to the conversation 
about net metering and potential reform ideas. While that conversation should happen, these proposals are too 
extreme to be considered. 

Thank you. 

Gilbert Perez 

Phoenix, AZ 85024 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: Heather Thomason < heathermthomason@cox.net> 
Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 
Subject: 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 9:08 AM 

Reject APS's Net Metering Rollback Proposal (docket E-01345A-13-0248) 

Dear Commissioner: 

APS is going to great lengths to convince you, our elected Commissioners, that rooftop solar is a bad deal for Arizonans -- 
but this couldn't be further from the truth. APS is using a flawed report to make the case that Arizona should change its 
most successful solar policy - net metering. The two proposals that APS is suggesting would effectively eliminate a 
customer's ability to save money on their energy bills, thus removing the main reason Arizonans invest in rooftop solar 
energy . 

This is a fight over whether we continue to overprotect big utilities who are loathe to allow competition into their 
industry, or allow customers to invest in cleaner, safer, and cheaper energy options. 

Rooftop solar delivers to innumerable public benefits - jobs, energy bill savings, improved air quality, and the decreased 
use of precious water resources in our energy production. In fact, a recent study found that because of net metering, 
APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits alone each year starting in 2015. 

A vote to dismantle net metering for rooftop solar, as APS is proposing, is an anti-consumer, anti-competition vote. 
Please protect our energy rights over the monopoly interest of APS. 

I urge you to be a solar power leader by rejecting APS' proposal today as an unacceptable start to the conversation 
about net metering and potential reform ideas. While that conversation should happen, these proposals are too 
extreme to be considered. 

Thank you. 

Heather Thomason 

Heat her Tho ma son 

Peoria, A2 85383 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

I , From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Chris Thomas ~cthomas327@yahoo.com~ 
Thursday, July 25, 2013 9:04 AM 
Stump-Web 
Reject APS's Net Metering Rollback Proposal (docket E-01345A-13-0248) 

Dear Com m issione r: 

APS is going to great lengths to convince you, our elected Commissioners, that rooftop solar is a bad deal for Arizonans -- 
but this couldn't be further from the truth. APS is using a flawed report to make the case that Arizona should change its 
most successful solar policy - net metering. The two proposals that APS is suggesting would effectively eliminate a 
customer's ability to save money on their energy bills, thus removing the main reason Arizonans invest in rooftop solar 
energy. 

This is a fight over whether we continue to overprotect big utilities who are loathe to allow competition into their 
industry, or allow customers to invest in cleaner, safer, and cheaper energy options. 

Rooftop solar delivers to innumerable public benefits - jobs, energy bill savings, improved air quality, and the decreased 
use of precious water resources in our energy production. In fact, a recent study found that because of net metering, 
APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits alone each year starting in 2015. 

A vote to dismantle net metering for rooftop solar, as APS is proposing, is an anti-consumer, anti-competition vote. 
Please protect our energy rights over the monopoly interest of APS. 

I urge you to be a solar power leader by rejecting APS' proposal today as an unacceptable start to the conversation 
about net metering and potential reform ideas. While that conversation should happen, these proposals are too 
extreme to be considered. 

Thank you. 

Chris Thomas 

Tempe, A2 85282 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Angela Schneider <fricke874@yahoo.com> 
Thursday, July 25, 2013 8:56 AM 
Stump-Web 
Reject APS's Net Metering Rollback Proposal (docket E-01345A-13-0248) 

Dear Commissioner: 

APS is going to great lengths to convince you, our elected Commissioners, that rooftop solar is a bad deal for Arizonans -- 
but this couldn't be further from the truth. APS is using a flawed report to make the case that Arizona should change i ts 
most successful solar policy - net metering. The two proposals that APS is suggesting would effectively eliminate a 
customer's ability to save money on their energy bills, thus removing the main reason Arizonans invest in rooftop solar 
energy. 

This is a fight over whether we continue to overprotect big utilities who are loathe to allow competition into their 
industry, or allow customers to invest in cleaner, safer, and cheaper energy options. 

Rooftop solar delivers to  innumerable public benefits - jobs, energy bill savings, improved air quality, and the decreased 
use of precious water resources in our energy production. In fact, a recent study found that because of net metering, 
APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits alone each year starting in 2015. 

A vote to dismantle net metering for rooftop solar, as APS is proposing, is an anti-consumer, anti-competition vote. 
Please protect our energy rights over the monopoly interest of APS. 

I urge you to be a solar power leader by rejecting APS' proposal today as an unacceptable start to the conversation 
about net metering and potential reform ideas. While that conversation should happen, these proposals are too 
extreme to be considered. 

Thank you. 

Angela Schneider 

Phoenix, A2 85015 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

I From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sean Donwen <sean@epconstruction.com> 
Thursday, July 25, 2013 8:34 AM 
Stump-Web 
Reject APS's Net Metering Rollback Proposal (docket E-01345A-13-0248) 

Dear Commissioner: 

APS is going to great lengths to convince you, our elected Commissioners, that rooftop solar is a bad deal for Arizonans -- 
but this couldn't be further from the truth. APS is using a flawed report to make the case that Arizona should change i ts  
most successful solar policy - net metering. The two proposals that APS is suggesting would effectively eliminate a 
customer's ability to save money on their energy bills, thus removing the main reason Arizonans invest in rooftop solar 
energy. 

This is a fight over whether we continue to overprotect big utilities who are loathe to allow competition into their 
industry, or allow customers to invest in cleaner, safer, and cheaper energy options. 

Rooftop solar delivers to innumerable public benefits -jobs, energy bill savings, improved air quality, and the decreased 
use of precious water resources in our energy production. In fact, a recent study found that because of net metering, 
APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits alone each year starting in 2015. 

A vote to dismantle net metering for rooftop solar, as APS is proposing, is an anti-consumer, anti-competition vote. 
Please protect our energy rights over the monopoly interest of APS. 

I urge you to be a solar power leader by rejecting APS' proposal today as an unacceptable start to the conversation 
about net metering and potential reform ideas. While that conversation should happen, these proposals are too 
extreme to be considered. 

Thank you. 

Sean Donwen 

Phoenix, A2 85014 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Tracy Hendricks <tracy@vweco.com> 
Thursday, July 25, 2013 8:33 AM 
Stump-Web 
Reject APS's Net Metering Rollback Proposal (docket E-01345A-13-0248) 

Dear Commissioner: 

APS is going to great lengths to convince you, our elected Commissioners, that rooftop solar is a bad deal for Arizonans -- 
but this couldn't be further from the truth. APS is using a flawed report to make the case that Arizona should change i ts  
most successful solar policy - net metering. The two proposals that APS is suggesting would effectively eliminate a 
customer's ability to save money on their energy bills, thus removing the main reason Arizonans invest in rooftop solar 
en e rgy . 

This is a fight over whether we continue to overprotect big utilities who are loathe to allow competition into their 
industry, or allow customers to invest in cleaner, safer, and cheaper energy options. 

Rooftop solar delivers to innumerable public benefits - jobs, energy bill savings, improved air quality, and the decreased 
use of precious water resources in our energy production. In fact, a recent study found that because of net metering, 
APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits alone each year starting in 2015. 

A vote to dismantle net metering for rooftop solar, as APS is proposing, is an anti-consumer, anti-competition vote. 
Please protect our energy rights over the monopoly interest of APS. 

I urge you to be a solar power leader by rejecting APS' proposal today as an unacceptable start to the conversation 
about net metering and potential reform ideas. While that conversation should happen, these proposals are too 
extreme to be considered. 

Thank you. 

Tracy Hendricks 

Surprise, A2 85379 
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~ Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Patrick Lamore <pat@wieco.com. 
Thursday, July 25, 2013 8:33 AM 
Stump-Web 
Reject APS's Net Metering Rollback Proposal (docket E-01345A-13-0248) 

Dear Commissioner: 

APS is going to great lengths to convince you, our elected Commissioners, that rooftop solar is a bad deal for Arizonans -- 
but this couldn't be further from the truth. APS is using a flawed report to make the case that Arizona should change i ts  
most successful solar policy - net metering. The two proposals that APS is suggesting would effectively eliminate a 
customer's ability to save money on their energy bills, thus removing the main reason Arizonans invest in rooftop solar 
energy. 

This is a fight over whether we continue to overprotect big utilities who are loathe to allow competition into their 
industry, or allow customers to invest in cleaner, safer, and cheaper energy options. 

Rooftop solar delivers to innumerable public benefits - jobs, energy bill savings, improved air quality, and the decreased 
use of precious water resources in our energy production. In fact, a recent study found that because of net metering, 
APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits alone each year starting in 2015. 

A vote to dismantle net metering for rooftop solar, as APS is proposing, is an anti-consumer, anti-competition vote. 
Please protect our energy rights over the monopoly interest of APS. 

I urge you to be a solar power leader by rejecting APS' proposal today as an unacceptable start to the conversation 
about net metering and potential reform ideas. While that conversation should happen, these proposals are too 
extreme to be considered. 

Thank you. 

Patrick Lamore 

Scottsdale, AZ 85266 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: Jen Dunlap <Jendunlap@cox.net> 
Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 
Subject: 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 8:32 AM 

Reject APS's Net Metering Rollback Proposal (docket E-01345A-13-0248) 

Dear Commissioner: 

APS is going to great lengths to convince you, our elected Commissioners, that rooftop solar is a bad deal for Arizonans -- 
but this couldn't be further from the truth. APS is using a flawed report to make the case that Arizona should change i ts  
most successful solar policy - net metering. The two proposals that APS is suggesting would effectively eliminate a 
customer's ability to save money on their energy bills, thus removing the main reason Arizonans invest in rooftop solar 
energy. 

This is a fight over whether we continue to overprotect big utilities who are loathe to allow competition into their 
industry, or allow customers to invest in cleaner, safer, and cheaper energy options. 

Rooftop solar delivers to innumerable public benefits - jobs, energy bill savings, improved air quality, and the decreased 
use of precious water resources in our energy production. In fact, a recent study found that because of net metering, 
APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits alone each year starting in 2015. 

A vote to dismantle net metering for rooftop solar, as APS is proposing, is an anti-consumer, anti-competition vote. 
Please protect our energy rights over the monopoly interest of APS. 

I urge you to be a solar power leader by rejecting APS' proposal today as an unacceptable start  to the conversation 
about net metering and potential reform ideas. While that conversation should happen, these proposals are too 
extreme to be considered. 

Thank you. 

Jen Dunlap 

Scottsdale, AZ 85266 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear Commissioner: 

Vincent Prime <nohbudy@gmail.com> 
Thursday, July 25, 2013 8:19 AM 
Stump-Web 
Reject APS's Net Metering Rollback Proposal (docket E-01345A-13-0248) 

APS is going to great lengths to convince you, our elected Commissioners, that rooftop solar is a bad deal for Arizonans -- 
but this couldn't be further from the truth. APS is using a flawed report to make the case that Arizona should change i ts  
most successful solar policy - net metering. The two proposals that APS is suggesting would effectively eliminate a 
customer's ability to save money on their energy bills, thus removing the main reason Arizonans invest in rooftop solar 
energy. 

This is a fight over whether we continue to overprotect big utilities who are loathe to allow competition into their 
industry, or allow customers to invest in cleaner, safer, and cheaper energy options. 

Rooftop solar delivers to innumerable public benefits -jobs, energy bill savings, improved air quality, and the decreased 
use of precious water resources in our energy production. In fact, a recent study found that because of net metering, 
APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits alone each year starting in 2015. 

A vote to dismantle net metering for rooftop solar, as APS is proposing, is an anti-consumer, anti-competition vote. 
Please protect our energy rights over the monopoly interest of APS. 

I urge you to be a solar power leader by rejecting APS' proposal today as an unacceptable start to the conversation 
about net metering and potential reform ideas. While that conversation should happen, these proposals are too 
extreme to be considered. 

Thank you. 

Vincent Prime 

Phoenix, AZ 85044 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: Barry Colley < barrycolley23@gmail.com> 
Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 
Subject: 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 8:08 AM 

Reject APS's Net Metering Rollback Proposal (docket E-01345A-13-0248) 

Dear Commissioner: 

APS is going to great lengths to convince you, our elected Commissioners, that rooftop solar is a bad deal for Arizonans -- 
but this couldn't be further from the truth. APS is using a flawed report to make the case that Arizona should change i ts 
most successful solar policy - net metering. The two proposals that APS is suggesting would effectively eliminate a 
customer's ability to save money on their energy bills, thus removing the main reason Arizonans invest in rooftop solar 
energy. 

This is a fight over whether we continue to overprotect big utilities who are loathe to allow competition into their 
industry, or allow customers to invest in cleaner, safer, and cheaper energy options. 

Rooftop solar delivers to innumerable public benefits - jobs, energy bill savings, improved air quality, and the decreased 
use of precious water resources in our energy production. In fact, a recent study found that because of net metering, 
APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits alone each year starting in 2015. 

A vote to dismantle net metering for rooftop solar, as APS is proposing, is an anti-consumer, anti-competition vote. 
Please protect our energy rights over the monopoly interest of APS. 

I urge you to be a solar power leader by rejecting APS' proposal today as an unacceptable start to the conversation 
about net metering and potential reform ideas. While that conversation should happen, these proposals are too 
extreme to be considered. 

Thank you. 

Barry Colley 

Sun City, AZ 85373 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Eric Williams < Ericwllms@aol.com> 
Thursday, July 25, 2013 756 AM 
Stump-Web 
Reject APS's Net Metering Rollback Proposal (docket E-01345A-13-0248) 

Dear Commissioner: 

APS is going to great lengths to convince you, our elected Commissioners, that rooftop solar is a bad deal for Arizonans -- 
but this couldn't be further from the truth. APS is using a flawed report to make the case that Arizona should change i ts  
most successful solar policy - net metering. The two proposals that APS is suggesting would effectively eliminate a 
customer's ability to save money on their energy bills, thus removing the main reason Arizonans invest in rooftop solar 
energy . 

This is a fight over whether we continue to overprotect big utilities who are loathe to allow competition into their 
industry, or allow customers to invest in cleaner, safer, and cheaper energy options. 

Rooftop solar delivers to innumerable public benefits - jobs, energy bill savings, improved air quality, and the decreased 
use of precious water resources in our energy production. In fact, a recent study found that because of net metering, 
APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits alone each year starting in 2015. 

A vote to dismantle net metering for rooftop solar, as APS is proposing, is an anti-consumer, anti-competition vote. 
Please protect our energy rights over the monopoly interest of APS. 

I urge you to be a solar power leader by rejecting APS' proposal today as an unacceptable start to the conversation 
about net metering and potential reform ideas. While that conversation should happen, these proposals are too 
extreme to be considered. 

Thank you. 

Eric Williams 

Anthem, AZ 85086 
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Trisha A. Morgan 
~ 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Jim Evans <jim@solarworksaz.com> 
Thursday, July 25, 2013 7:48 AM 
Stump-Web 
Reject APS's Net Metering Rollback Proposal (docket E-01345A-13-0248) 

Dear Commissioner: 

APS is going to great lengths to convince you, our elected Commissioners, that rooftop solar is a bad deal for Arizonans -- 
but this couldn't be further from the truth. APS is using a flawed report to make the case that Arizona should change i ts  
most successful solar policy - net metering. The two proposals that APS is suggesting would effectively eliminate a 
customer's ability to save money on their energy bills, thus removing the main reason Arizonans invest in rooftop solar 
energy. 

This is a fight over whether we continue to overprotect big utilities who are loathe to allow competition into their 
industry, or allow customers to invest in cleaner, safer, and cheaper energy options. 

Rooftop solar delivers to innumerable public benefits - jobs, energy bill savings, improved air quality, and the decreased 
use of precious water resources in our energy production. In fact, a recent study found that because of net metering, 
APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits alone each year starting in 2015. 

A vote to dismantle net metering for rooftop solar, as APS is proposing, is an anti-consumer, anti-competition vote. 
Please protect our energy rights over the monopoly interest of APS. 

I urge you to be a solar power leader by rejecting APS' proposal today as an unacceptable start to the conversation 
about net metering and potential reform ideas. While that conversation should happen, these proposals are too 
extreme to be considered. 

Thank you. 

Jim Evans 

Prescott, AZ 86301 
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